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Abstract: In the corporate world people have different qualities and attributes to show for which there is a need of assessment. Employees are needed to be given the due credit for how they perform at the site of the job. Older methods include a paper consisting of the employee credentials along with a fixed set of qualities. This becomes the basis on which the higher authorities get to take the decisions on a particular employee. As the medium of on paper appraisal becomes obsolete our software provides a portal to appraise an employee with a dynamic system to appraise and assess them in a fairer and an advanced manner. AppraiSyst is basically a web app which can inherently be used by firms and teams to assess the employees on their own scale with enough dynamic components to suit any corporate work environment.
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I. Introduction

As we as a whole know, there is an extraordinary challenge in the professional workplace between the partners and everybody wishes to be the prime most contender for the examination. Be that as it may, the examinations or the advancements are getting to be one-sided. The Increments are given on their own inclinations and not on how they truly work or play out their tasks. This has turned into a noteworthy issue as the meriting identities are skipped which limits their certainty and corrupts their enthusiasm to perform well. So to keep away from this prejudice the organization head can discover the rating of the worker that is being given by the representative's associate and as per that rating the examination can be credited to their records. This instrument can make the earth for the partners to pass judgment on themselves just as give the rating to other people. This instrument will likewise not uncover the personality of any of the associate with the goal that the connections can be kept up and the execution of the worker will likewise be noticeable to the organization head.

What is AppraiSyst?

In the corporate world, competition is always there to be on par with your colleagues and be the prime most candidate for a promotional opportunity. In most of the corporate company’s promotions are given or credited on the basis of personal preferences and not really on how the employee has been performing the job. This is a major problem as the deserving candidate is skipped and unjust promotions take place. Our simple tool creates an environment for the colleagues themselves to judge the deserving candidate. This further motivates the fact that collegial relationships must be maintained along with performance on the job.

Dynamic Components

Dynamic attribute selection in the admin panel makes it easier to be used in any type work environment. This means that this software is not only suitable for corporate environments but for other organisation like schools and colleges.

II. Related Work

Very Basic Appraisal tools are currently being used in the corporate work places as in the form of paper in physical or electronic forms, with no tool for validating the credibility of the reviews given. The appraisals done are vulnerable to tampering and malicious attacks. Primitive methods are used to assess employee and produce statistical data. These methods include providing paper sheets containing forms and table for every employee to fill and submit. Electronic appraisals are implemented inside a firm with their own
standard. This software takes a more generalized approach of an appraisal system which is flexible for any work environment [3].

From Public Health Resource Unit (2006), we have come across that the performance of the employees in any working sector is never recognized. For making the performance of the employee transparent at least to the higher authorities we need the appraisal system in every corporate world for the betterment of the company as well as the employee. As performance is hidden maximum of the employees feel unrecognized and they don’t get the appreciation that they deserve. Even the deserving candidate is neglected. And due to this avoidance employee don’t feel to work in an environment where his/her efforts are not valuable or come in someone’s count or are appreciated. They then wish to quit the job real soon [1].

So to make someone’s effort valuable, we need a system that helps them to get appreciated and also appreciate others according to their working. This way of appreciating others is not at all transparent to each other’s review. Appraisals should be regular, this makes the urge of working even more and also gives confidence to the employee to work with good will and also makes an employee improve themselves.

As indicated by Anindya Saha and Sougata Majumder (2017) International Research Journal of Human Resources and Social Science, Impact of Information on Performance Appraisal, Vol.4, 81-89, there is tremendous challenge in the corporate world every part of the organization ought to be in the best condition. Every angle has its own specialization to chip away at. One of these perspective is representative administration. Each corporate firm has a workforce to oversee which may comprise of different sort of people. Each individual in the workforce may have an alternate quality to offer. The execution of the workers is fundamental for the development of the association. One of the central point that choose how an organization performs is the climate in which the representative in the organization work. On the off chance that a worker anytime of time feels low or disengaged from what he/she is doing, at that point it might prompt underperformance from the representative This prompts an immediate effect to the advancement of the organization. The organization might be unaware because of its little scale yet on the off chance that various representatives fail to meet expectations it might have wrecking outcomes.

Deepa E., Dr. Palaniswamy R. and Dr. Kuppusamy S, (2014) Effect of Performance Appraisal System in Organizational Commitment, Job Satisfaction and Productivity, Contemporary Management Research Vol.8, Issue No. 1, 72 - 82. To just avoid this problem, firms are constantly incorporating methods to know how well an employee working in the company is doing. Specialized mechanisms are being developed to assess how a particular employee is performing. The analysis done reveals some interesting figures and statistics about employee behavior and their characteristics. These statistics help take decision about various activities regarding employee matters. Promotions for example, require to rigorous assessment of the employee on grounds of various qualities. The fact that an employee really deserves a promotion is a matter of extreme importance. Because, as a person working in a particular position is being promoted to a higher position means that the upcoming responsibilities will be more challenging and crucial for company progress. Thorough assessment of employees is necessary before any action taken. Other activities like employee happiness index calculation could be done using such systems. The comfortability of an employee decides how an employee is going to perform in the position of the job. If an employee is feeling that a particular job position is not suitable for him/her then such problem need to be detected as soon as possible[4]. Measures need to be taken to preserve human resource and talents are not wasted on improper works. Self-assessment is a good way to represent personal issues in a documented way. Proper self-assessment can be scrutinized by HRs to know the exact problems of the team members under leadership. While these components of employee management look straight forward they should be carried out in a systematic and planned way.


A system that is implemented for the sole purpose of appraising employees to take employee related decisions is called as an appraisal system. Appraisal systems come in different forms and features. The most primitive once include passing an appraisal sheet to each employee personally

Hussain Z., Wallace J., Cornelius N. E. (2007) the Use and Impact of Human Resource Information Systems on Human Resource Management Professionals, Information & Management, 44, 74-89. These sheets need to be filled by the employees as per instruction and submitted. The system mentioned could be analogous to a ballot system where several people give some information to be processed on a particular matter [10]. The paper sheets are then collected and scrutinized one by one by a specialized committee [11].
Mamoudou, Joshi. (2014) Impact of Information Technology in Human Resources Management, Global Journal of Business Management and Information Technology, Vol. 4, No.1, 33-41. The advisory group may comprise of group pioneers, HRs, Managers, and so on. A few associations make a leading group of individuals only for human asset the executives which do different exercises including evaluation framework the board. The procedure at long last finishes after the assigned specialist peruses and dissect the last sheet and settles on choices as indicated by the outcome. This kind of a physical framework is a long and dreary procedure which devours time and assets than it should. Utilization of time and assets in appropriate spots chooses how productively an association is running. Such moderate procedure could be supplanted by an elective execution of the framework that actualizes the working of the examination framework in an electronic way.


IT has blasted in recent decades in way that was never anticipated. It has given arrangements of issue which were accepted unsolvable previously. Mechanization of errands has made it simpler for people to give more weight on research than execution. Robotization of evaluation framework is one of the different arrangements IT has provided [7]. A mechanized examination framework is unquestionably more effective and dependable than the crude ticket framework type ones.

Here each procedure is carried on a PC stage running from worker enlistments to making visual portrayal of insights. Diverse modules of the evaluation framework run from Employee enlistment modules to Graph generators which help in result investigation Queue the board could be actualized to make a motor that is self-subordinate. Structures having different traits are made with various fields to evaluate an employee[8]. Databases ought to be kept up for information associations which empower quick access and recovery. As PCs are obviously better in calculations and memory the executives the procedure is accelerated ten folds. This quicker strategy for evaluation takes care of business betterly absent much human asset squandered.

III. Problem Statement

▶ Providing a fair ground for promotional opportunities in a work environment by providing equal rights to elect a candidate in a promotion program.
▶ Self-assessment based on ratings and reviews.
▶ Rankings provided by their reviews.

IV. Proposed Plan

After the survey, we found that some components of earlier systems are too static to be made to work in different work environment. The components include of limited attributes to rate on. Sometimes a company may need to judge people on different basis depending on the type of company. For example, a software company would like to get data about technical ability of their employee on a higher priority than the communication skills of employees. Such appraisals cannot be provided by a system where attribute are static. Our tool provides a way to customize the list of attributes on the go. Mostly this privilege would be given to the admin of the system.

The below flow diagram summarizes the flow of the engine of the application. A login windows is provided with proper redirection for employees and the admin. Admin has four basic jobs to do namely, 1. Be the Employee Master. 2. Handle statistics 3. Manage employee list. 4. Employee registration. Employees are supposed to fill the respective forms and submit them.
V. Overall Architecture

![Overall Architecture](image)

The employee under scrutiny is appraised by multiple people in the firm consisting of different posts. They can be colleagues, Team leaders, Head representatives and maybe the CEO. The results are stored in a database and further used as an input to graphics generated later to visualize results. The results are forwarded to the highest authorities who then take decision.

VI. Flow Diagram

![Appraisal Hierarchy](image)

The Data flow of the system is represented above. The data is passed down the hierarchy beginning from the highest designation. The person at the highest level of the hierarchy monitors all the activities of the lower hierarchy and also looks after the appraisals that are done and also manages the queues for the employees.
Employees can appraise to their colleagues and to employees that are in the lower hierarchy from the one who is appraising.

VII. Implementation

Back end database:

He back end data base is coded in SQL. Every terminal in the system is comprised of bunch of tables which keep track of data. Cities and countries have been imported from predefined libraries which are used in the registration phase of a new employee. Employee list is a stringent list of employees which cannot be altered as it consists of all the records of employees from the beginning. It has been made sure that no alteration is possible to this list. The tables have been normalized better compatibility. Normalization enables further addition of new tables so as to extend the system. A mysql server needs to be ran on the system to setup the environment for working. To create and use the database we have used a local host using xampp. The xampp version required for this is 5.0.0 and above.

Dynamic attribute selector:

One of the features of the system is the ability to add new custom attributes on the go. The functionality is inspired from the lack of ability of the previously used system to add new attributes to the list of existing ones. There’s an ‘add skill’ button provided which takes you to the window where a new skill is to be entered into the text box. Once entered the add button cascades the newly entered skill to the end of the list. Validation is provided to check whether the skill has been added already. Furthermore, already added skill can be renamed to suite the situation. Addition of a skill here creates a new row in the sql with appropriate attributes. Resetting button clears the list which enables to create a new list from ground up.
FRONT END: Appraisal form to be filled by employee

This page is the portal where the employee actually rates other employees according to his/her experience. The employee being appraised has his/her name displayed on the top to remind the person appraising them. Date and time on which the form was received is displayed on top right. The ratings are broken into 5 categories:
1. Unacceptable
2. Needs improvement
3. Satisfactory
4. Outstanding
5. Excellent

The ratings are color coded red being the worst and green being the best. The spectrum in between is used to denote remaining ratings. This information is displayed to intuit the appraiser about the ratings. Below that a table is created with three columns namely serial number, particular skill and rating of that skill. Rating of the skill which is the third column is provided with a drop-down in each row from which five of the ratings could be selected. Once done the form could be submitted or saved for further alteration. A timer of an hour is imparted before the second appraisal form in the queue could be filled.
User Interface:
Interface of our system consists of employee or admin login where there is a login button on which after clicking it directs to the respective module. The click on the button will only redirect to the page only if it has correct credentials.

The login page is a basic two field page consisting of username and password. As we know that the system has two major bifurcation namely the admin part and employee part. Everyone has a unique username password combination.

When admin enters his/her credentials, he/she is directly directed to the admin panel. When the validation encounters employee username-password combination, it redirects them to the employee terminal. The forget password button is provided in case if the user forgets their credentials. A mail service will be used to send a password recovery link so that user can retrieve their passwords. The password length has been validated to be over 8 characters long for obvious security concerns. Passwords are encrypted by default php means and stored in the database in an encrypted form.

VIII. Conclusion
- This tool provides a simplified approach for assessing an employee based on reviews and scores. Appraising a person based on categorized marking rather than personal opinions is much better and fair.
- This tool is abstracted as well as transparent at a good enough level.
Calculated performance ranking makes it easier for the manager to decide the figures.

Making it more and more feasible for the current work process of corporate environment.

Adding more features for the project to work as a social network for the employee group.

We are limiting it to single platforms and we have plans to update it to android platform.
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